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expressions in the sense of their common significance.
But this must not be imputed to James, whose observa-
tions upon the types, quoted above, should prevent any
such misunderstanding. We are almost justified, therefore,
in assuming that James is principally concerned with
the philosophical, significance of the terms in question.
Materialism3 then, means an attitude naturally orientated
by material values, not, however, by "sensuous" so much
as fact values, wherein " fact" signifies something external
and, in a sense, concrete. Its antithesis is " idealism)J, in
the philosophical sense of a supreme valuation of the idea.
It cannot be a moral idealism that is meant here, for in
that case we should have to assume, contrary to James1
intention, that his "materialism" means a moral sensa-
tionalism. But, if we assume that by materialism he
means an attitude wherein the principal orientating value
is given to actual reality, we are again in a position to
trace an extraverted peculiarity in this attribute, whereat
our original doubts vanish. We have already seen that
philosophical idealism corresponds with introverted ideo-
logism. A moral idealism would in no way be character-
istic for the introvert, for the materialist can also be
morally idealistic.
(rf) The fourth pair of opposites is Optimism versus
Pessimism.
I am extremely doubtful whether this familiar anti-
thesis, by which, indeed, human temperaments can be
differentiated, is really applicable to James* types. Is, for
instance, the empiricism of Darwin also pessimistic ? It
is undoubtedly true of the man who, with an ideologistical
view of the world, sees the other human types through the
glasses of an unconscious feeling projection. But even the
empiricist is by no means wont to conceive his view as
pessimistic on that account Or take the thinker Schopen-
hauer, for instance, whose world-philosophy is purely

